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An information booklet for my friends

Dusty decided that his 
next report would be 
about some of the birds 
he’d seen in a garden.
Click on the arrows to 
begin reading.

Garden BirdsGarden BirdsGarden BirdsGarden Birds

Most gardens are visited 
by different kinds of birds 
all year round, especially 
if food is left on a bird 
table to attract them. 
If there are trees and 
bushes in the garden, 
birds will often build 
their nests in them. 
Trying to identify the 
different kinds of birds 
is very interesting!
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One way to identify the 
birds in your garden is 
to learn their songs 
another, is to learn to 
recognise what they 
look like.

Blackbird

Blue tit

House sparrow

Magpie

Robin

Song Thrush

Did you know?
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BlackbirdBlackbirdBlackbirdBlackbird

What they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look like

Adult male blackbirds 
have glossy black plumage
with an orange-yellow 
beak. Adult female 
blackbirds are dark brown 
and have a yellow-brown 
beak. 

male

female

A Blackbird’s SongA Blackbird’s SongA Blackbird’s SongA Blackbird’s Song

Blackbirds can often be 
seen singing in a tree top.

They have a different call 
when they want to warn 
of danger.
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What they eatWhat they eatWhat they eatWhat they eat

Blackbirds feed on insects 
and worms. They prod the 
ground or noisily turn over 
dead leaves to find food. 
In the autumn they will eat 
berries and fruits gathered 
from trees and bushes.

NestingNestingNestingNesting

Female blackbirds collect 
grass and twigs to build 
their nests and use mud to 
bind everything together. 
Blackbird nests are usually 
found in hedges or bushes.
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Eggs and baby birdsEggs and baby birdsEggs and baby birdsEggs and baby birds

A female blackbird lays 
smooth, glossy blue eggs. 
She sits on the eggs until 
they hatch and then the 
young are fed by both 
their parents. 

When the chicks are about 
14 days old they are ready 
to leave the nest. At first they 
can’t fly so they creep and 
flutter from the nest and stay 
hidden until, about a week 
later, they learn to feed 
themselves 
and fly 
away. 
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Blue titBlue titBlue titBlue tit

What they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look like

Blue tits are a mixture of 
blue, yellow, white and 
green. Male and female 
blue tits look very similar 
although the female’s 
colours are paler.

What they eatWhat they eatWhat they eatWhat they eat

Blue tits are often seen 
feeding on seeds and 
nuts at bird tables. 
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In the garden, blue tits 
search among plants and 
crevices for insects such 
as aphids, beetles, spiders 
and caterpillars. They 
also like taking the seeds 
from sunflower heads.

NestingNestingNestingNesting

A blue tit builds its nest 
from moss, wool and dead 
leaves and then lines it 
with downy feathers. They 
will nest in holes in trees 
but also in strange places 
such as pipes and even 
letter boxes!
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Eggs and baby birdsEggs and baby birdsEggs and baby birdsEggs and baby birds

Blue tits can lay up to 
ten eggs. They make sure 
that the eggs will hatch 
when there are lots of 
caterpillars around to 
feed the baby birds.

The mother sits on the eggs to 
keep them warm until they hatch.
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House SparrowHouse SparrowHouse SparrowHouse Sparrow

What they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look like

Male and female house 
sparrows look slightly 
different. The female is 
paler than the male and 
doesn’t have all of his 
markings. Both are mainly 
brown in colour. 

male

female
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What they eatWhat they eatWhat they eatWhat they eat

House sparrows will 
generally eat anything 
including seeds, nuts, 
berries, buds, insects and 
scraps of human food. 

They are noisy, friendly 
little birds that can 
often be seen looking for 
crumbs while people are 
eating outside in the 
summer time.
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NestingNestingNestingNesting

House sparrows like to 
live near people so they 
nest in holes or crevices 
in buildings or amongst 
creepers that grow on 
buildings. They also nest 
in thick hedges.

Their nests are made up 
of rubbish such as string, 
paper and straw and 
lined with feathers. 
They will also nest in 
nest boxes that have 
been put out for them.
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Eggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby Birds

Female house sparrows 
lay two to five eggs that 
are white with grey or 
blackish speckles. 

The male and the female 
take turns in incubating
the eggs although it is 
mostly the female who 
does this. Both adults 
feed the young on aphids, 
caterpillars, beetles, 
grasshoppers and seeds.
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MagpieMagpieMagpieMagpie

What they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look like

Magpies are bigger than 
most garden birds. They 
are black and white with 
a long black tail and are 
easily recognised.

What they eatWhat they eatWhat they eatWhat they eat

Magpies feed on insects, 
rats, mice, eggs, nestlings, 
grain, berries and fruit. 
They are also scavengers 
and will eat any dead 
animals they find. 
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NestingNestingNestingNesting

Both birds build a large, 
messy nest which can 
take them several weeks 
to complete. The nest is 
made from branches 
and twigs and lined 
with mud, grass and 
leaves. Usually magpie 
nests are found high up 
in large trees.
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Eggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby Birds

The female magpie (the 
hen) lays five to eight 
smooth, glossy eggs that 
are pale blue with 
olive-brown or grey spots.

Both parents feed the 
young after they have 
hatched. Once the babies’ 
feathers have grown and 
they have learned to fly, 
they will leave the nest 
to look after themselves.
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RobinRobinRobinRobin

What they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look like

Robins are plump little birds 
that are easily recognised 
because they have a red 
breast. Robins can often be 
heard singing, even at night!

What they eatWhat they eatWhat they eatWhat they eat

Robins mostly feed on 
insects and worms. They 
watch from  their perches 
and when they see food 
they swoop down and 
snatch it. 
They often 
follow 
gardeners 
who are 
digging 
the soil over. 
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NestingNestingNestingNesting

Robins make nests from 
sticks, grass, moss and dead 
leaves. Their nests are lined 
with hair or wool and can 
be found in a hole in a 
tree stump, bank or wall. 

Robins have also been known 
to nest in unusual places 
such as kettles and cars. 
Robins are very sensitive 
and if they think their nest 
has been disturbed they 
will abandon it.
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Eggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby Birds

Female robins lay four to six 
pale blue, speckled eggs. 
They lay one egg a day in 
the mornings. It’s the 
female’s job to incubate her 
eggs but both parents feed 
and look after the young 
birds when they hatch.

The eggs hatch after 
13 to 14 days. At first the 
baby birds have no feathers 
and are blind.

They are cared for by their 
parents until they can fly.
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What they eatWhat they eatWhat they eatWhat they eat

Song thrushes mainly eat 
worms and berries. When 
the ground is frozen and it 
can’t get to any worms, it 
will eat snails. It breaks 
into the shell by smashing 
the snail against a rock. 

Song ThrushSong ThrushSong ThrushSong Thrush

What they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look likeWhat they look like

The song thrush is a 
medium sized brown bird 
with dark speckles on its 
chest. Its belly is almost 
white and it has a 
brown beak.
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NestingNestingNestingNesting

Song thrushes nest in a 
shady place in a bush or 
a tree. The females make 
their nests from grass, 
twigs and earth. The 
lining of the nest is mud 
or dung mixed with saliva.

Eggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby BirdsEggs and Baby Birds

The female song thrush 
lays 3 to 5 smooth, glossy, 
bright blue eggs that are 
spotted with black. She sits 
on the eggs to keep them 
warm until they hatch.
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After 14 days the chicks 
are ready to leave the nest 
but it takes another week 
for them to learn how to 
fly. While they are learning 
to fly, they are looked after 
and fed by the male bird.

After 13 to 15 days, the 
chicks begin to hatch. 
Both parents feed the 
chicks. They find worms, 
slugs and caterpillars and 
take them back to their 
chicks in the nest. 
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Most birds build nests. 
The nest hides the eggs 
and baby birds from 
enemies. It also helps to 
keep the babies warm. 

Did you know?Did you know?Did you know?Did you know?

All female birds lay eggs. 
If they kept all their eggs 
inside them until the eggs 
were ready to hatch, they 
would probably be too 
heavy to fly!
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Birds sit on their eggs to 
keep them warm. This is 
called incubating their 
eggs. If the eggs get cold, 
the baby birds inside 
them will die.

Baby birds that hatch in 
nests are naked and blind. 
Their parents look after 
them and bring them food 
to eat.
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Baby birds are always 
hungry. When their 
parents land on the nest, 
the baby birds open their 
beaks wide and call 
loudly. The bright colours 
inside their beaks make 
their parents feed them.

The chicks stay in the nest 
until they have grown 
enough to learn to fly. 
Before they can fly, they 
need their feathers to grow 
and then they need to learn 
how to use their wings. 
Their parents will stay close 
and feed them until they 
are ready to fly away.
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